Selected Publications

12. Young-Jin Seo, Celeste Blake, Stephen Alexander, and Bumsuk Hahm. 2010. Sphingosine 1-phosphate-metabolizing enzymes control influenza virus propagation and viral cyto-pathogenicity. J. Virol. 84: 8124-8131. This publication was highlighted in the Target Intelligence Service (TIS), a database used by pharmaceutical companies worldwide to identify groundbreaking research on potential drug targets.


Patents

- Bumsuk Hahm, Young-Jin Seo, Stephen Alexander, and Madhuvanthi Vijayan “Modulation of sphingosine 1-phosphate-metabolizing enzymes for the treatment of negative strand RNA virus infections” Based on the Univ MO docket number 11UMC024, the non-provisional US Application (127185.0008-US; USSN 14/122,399) was filed on 11/26/2013.